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Abstract. We present an attempt to compare modeled ground motion acceleration fields with

macroseismic observations. Two techniques for the representation of the observed intensities by

isoseismals, a smoothing technique and one which visualizes the local uncertainty of an isoseis-

mal, are tested with synthetic and observed data. We show how noise in the data and irregulari-

ties in the distribution of observation sites affect the resolution of the isoseismal's shape. In ad-

dition to "standard" elongated shapes, we identify cross-like patterns in the macroseismic obser-

vations for two Italian earthquakes of strike-slip type; similar patterns are displayed by the theo-

retical peak acceleration fields calculated assuming the point source models given in the litera-

ture.



1. INTRODUCTION

Macroseismic intensity, /, is a descriptive quantity characterizing the impact of seismic ground

motion on people, built environments and landscapes. The scales for / bear the imprint of histori-

cal time and reflect the national construction practices prevailing in a country (Trifunac & Brady,

1975), nevertheless, there is an unflagging interest in macroseismic data, because these are indis-

pensable to seismic risk assessment (see e.g. Keilis-Borok et al., 1984,1984a).

The macroseismic (MS) data for an earthquake consists of a set of "site-intensity" pairs

termed Intensity Data Point (IDP) map. The data have two features, which impede their effective

use:

— measurement sites form an irregular set of points that depends on the distribution of the

population in the area;

— observed / values involve a "noise" component, which is due, for instance, to measurement

errors and local inhomogeneities in the structure of the Earth's crust. The observed spatial varia-

tions of / over distances in the range from 20 to 40 km may be as large as 3 to 4 intensity units

(see below). This is usually true for the recent data due to the higher site density and to the poorer

preprocessing with respect to historical data.

Recent electronic publications (Boschi et al., 1995,1997; Monachesi & Stucchi, 1997) have

made available IDP maps for Italian earthquakes, and have renewed the interest for some old

problems connected with MS data:

— the automatic intensity data reduction or the objective generalization of IDP maps which

help to lower the "noise" component and to represent the MS observations with continuous

isolines (De Rubeis et al., 1992; Tosi et al., 1995);

— the use of MS data for refining and/or estimating the parameters of an earthquake source

(Karnik, 1969; Shebalin, 1972; Zahradnik, 1989; Panza et al., 1991; Johnston, 1996; Gasperini et

al., 1999; Sirovich and Pettenati, 1999).



These two problems are interrelated. For instance, the macroseismic estimates of magnitude,

M, and depth, h, are based on the areas of the isoseismal zones Gi= {intensity>7} and on the so-

called mean MS field equation, i.e. a linear regression relation involving intensity, magnitude and

logarithm of the hypocentral distance (Blake, 1941; Shebalin, 1959). This methodology is logically

consistent with the generalization of an MS field obtained by smoothing the associated IDP map.

The situation becomes more complicated when one is concerned about the geometry of the

seismic source or about the comparison between the MS data and theoretically predicted peak

values of ground motion (Panza et al., 1991). In such cases reliable inferences about the isoseis-

mal shape are needed. These cannot always be drawn from a smoothed IDP map and one needs a

visualization of the local isoseismal resolution. For such a purpose one can replace each isoline

with a boundary zone of variable width, that reflects the uncertainty of the relevant isoseismal.

We consider two approaches for the generalization of IDP maps. One involves a smoothing

procedure, which generalizes the local polynomial filtering used by De Rubeis et al. (1992) and

Tosi et al. (1995). In our approach, the Modified Polynomial Filtering (MPF), the radius of the

local filtering is variable and it is adapted to the local structure of the MS data, incorporating the

discreteness of the intensity scale /.

The other approach, which we call the Diffused Boundary (DB) method, visualizes the un-

certainty of isoseismals. This method essentially relies on the fact that / is a discrete quantity.

This property of the MS data has nearly never been integrated in automated smoothing tech-

niques applied to IDP maps.

Tests applied to real data demonstrate that the two methods are complementary when one has

to decide about the shape of isoseismals.

2. SMOOTHING TECHNIQUES FOR IDP MAPS

2.1. Informal techniques

Hand techniques for smoothing IDP maps are not reproducible, but one can discuss the principles



on which they are based. Shebalin (2000) summarized the requirements on isoseismals as fol-

lows:

(a) isoseismal zones Gi must be simply-connected and embedded, expanding with increasing

isoseismal rank IQ-I (the monotonicity condition);

(b) any isoseismal of level / is an external contour enclosing areas of reliably determined in-

tensities / (the generally accepted convention to define an isoseismal);

(c) adjacent isoseismals are approximately similar (similarity);

(d) the curvature of an isoseismal must be as small as possible, and nonnegative (the sim-

plicity condition, which gives an additional guarantee of smoothness for the isoseismals);

(e) the number of sites with 7>J outside a zone Gj is approximately equal to that of sites with

/<J in the Gj zone itself (equality of the errors of the two kinds);

(f) consecutive isoseismals along an azimuth must be neither too close nor too far from each

other (a mild control of the mean field model).

Contemporary data show that the boundary between two adjacent intensities may be rather

diffused. For this reason requirement (e) about the equality of the errors of the two kinds may

contradict the definition of isoseismals (convention (b)). In fact, let the MS field be isotropic and

the observations with 7-1 and / be well mixed in the annulus ri<r<T2- If we assume that there are

no points with 7-1 inside the circle r<ri and no points with I outside the circle r=r2, then, accord-

ing to (b), the circular line r=T2 has to separate the intensities 7-1 and 7. As a result all the obser-

vations of level I but not all of level 7-1 will be correctly identified.

The monotonicity, similarity and smoothness properties unfortunately can be tested using only

some instrumental analogues of MS intensity: peak values of the wave field in terms of accelera-

tion, velocity or displacement. Panza et al. (1991) use the modal summation technique to model

the wave field produced by an instantaneous seismic point source in a plane-stratified Earth.

These computations point to complexities in the structure of the modeled ground motion fields in



the zone near to the epicenter (within 200 km). In particular, one may have 2 to 4-lobe isoseis-

mals, violations of the similarity condition and of the other requirements listed above. The rea-

sons given in Burger et al. (1987) support the local violations of monotonicity of the peak accel-

eration field at distances of 60-120 km from the source, due to the competitive effect of direct

and postcritically reflected S waves from the Moho.

Taken as a whole, Shebalin (2000) conditions are based on the experience gained when

working with small data sets and they aim at the simplest problems in MS data interpretation,

such as the determination of the earthquake scalar seismic moment, source location and azimuth.

That is why they reduce the isoseismal shape to a simple oval, unless the data definitely states to

the contrary.

2.2. Filtering techniques

To smooth HDP maps De Rubeis et al. (1992) and Tosi et al. (1995) applied a local polynomial

filtering. The method is based on the assumption that the macroseismic field can be well fitted

locally with a polynomial of degree two, P2(g). The fit to the field at a given point go is found by

considering a circle B(go,R) centered at go and having radius R. Let P2(g) approximate the /-data

in B(go,R) with minimal squared error. Then the polynomial at the center of the circle is taken to

be the desired estimate of the field / (go) at go. Following requirement (b) in Section 2.1, the

isoline / (g)=/-A//2 can be regarded as the isoline of the macroseismic field relevant to level /,

A/ being the discretization interval of the intensity scale. It should be borne in mind, when

choosing the smoothing parameter R, that the real density of the observations is generally non-

uniform.

Constant value ofR. De Rubeis et al. (1992) used a constant value of R. In this case the re-

sidual noise component in a smoothed MS field may be subject to great lateral variability, the as-

sociated variance being obviously greater in areas of lower observation site density, because of

the fewer data in the averaging circle. The deterministic component of the MS field varies rapidly



in the epicentral zone and more slowly at the periphery. According to Shebalin (1959), the mean

distance between isolines of levels / and /-I increases with / decreasing in a geometric progres-

sion with the coefficient k~2, if the epicentral distances are within 300 km. For this reason the

choice of large R is generally neutral to the smoothing of the deterministic part of the MS field at

the periphery, but can significantly affect the isoseismal shapes in the near zone.

In many IDP maps of Italian earthquakes we have noticed that the density of the I-points ap-

preciably decreases from the epicenter to the periphery (effect A). We see it on the three of four

Italian earthquakes, considered in this paper (Fig.l). One possible explanation of the effect A

may be the nonuniform inspection, which is more detailed at the epicenter, where the MS effect

is high, and much less at the periphery, owing to both economic reasons and the a priori slow

variability of the MS field. When R is constant, the effect A favors an increase of the residual

noise component at the periphery of the MS field.

The shortcoming of a constant R has been overcome in a later work by Tosi et al. (1995),

where the smoothing cell remains standard, but it is defined in polar coordinates, centered at the

epicenter of the event. For this reason the actual linear size of the smoothing area is decreasing

toward the center. Nevertheless, the density of observations may be rather irregular, so that the

smoothing cells remain, generally speaking, nonuniform with respect to the number of measure-

ment sites. One natural way out of this difficulty is to use areas B(go, R) of variable radius by

adapting them to the geometry of the measurement sites around go.

Non-constant R value (Modified Polynomial Filtering, MPF). For every point go the radius R

is chosen within a specified set {Rj} with the condition R<L/3, where 2L is the diameter of the

circle enclosing the entire set of all measurement sites. Taking values of R* in increasing order,

we can find the first area B(g0, R) that contains at least np observation sites and in which the

number of different integer intensity values is not below a threshold ni>l.

When the threshold np has been overcome, small values of ni are practically negligible in the



epicentral zone because of the large variations in the deterministic component of the MS field.

For this reason the radius R will be small near the epicenter. On the other hand it is natural to use

a larger averaging radius at the periphery. Suppose we have little noise in the MS data. Then us-

ing ni=2 we will expand the averaging area until it reaches the boundary of the adjacent intensity.

Since the intensity scale is discrete and the noise is small, the expansion will not distort our esti-

mate near go of the trend of MS field, which is almost constant in the considered case.

The set {R;} has been used as {id, i=l,2,...}, where d is the typical size of the highest (low-

est rank) isoseismal, d=10-20 km. The threshold np is taken equal to 6m. The two-dimensional

polynomial P2 has 6 parameters; therefore "m" is the average number of measurements per pa-

rameter. Usually we set m=2-3, because larger values of "m" increase the averaging area, leading

to poorer isoseismal resolution. The poor resolution controls the choice of the degree, k, of the

smoothing polynomial, Pk, as well. In fact, in general Pkhas (k+l)(k+2)/2 parameters. Therefore,

if k>2 and the number of /-points in B(go, R) is small, the estimates of the polynomial parameters

will be not stable. On the other hand, however, the degree k, should be greater than 1, because

the boundary between adjacent intensities is curved. For data involving moderate (large) noise

we use for the threshold ni the values 2-s-3 (3-^4).

The procedure gains in stability when the averaging areas strongly overlap, as in the case of

small spacing |Ago| of the grid {go}, whose knots are the centers of the regions B(go,R). In actual

practice one has |Ago|=3-̂ 5 km. The obvious bias in the estimates of the local trend of P2 occurs

at the periphery of an IDP map when the observation sites, falling into the averaging area B(go,

R), are seen from go at an angle (p<180°. Then go is a point where the field /(g) has to be ex-

trapolated, i.e., it is a location where the fit P2(g) is not constrained by observations. An addi-

tional threshold for the angle (p, (p>(po, is then used to exclude such effects. This either increases

the averaging radius or excludes the point from consideration. In our examples (po=2OO°.



Fig. 2a gives an example of the spatial distribution of R(g) for the 1997 Colfiorito earthquake

(Central Italy). It shows that R is automatically increasing from the epicenter toward the periph-

ery. In addition, Fig. 2b shows the number, v(g), of the intensity measurements in each area B(g,

R). This quantity has weak fluctuations along the isolines and at the periphery, e.g. v=20, R=20

km along the isoline of the third rank, 7=VI. Some perturbations of v(g) at the periphery are ex-

plained by the boundary effect in the filtering, which is controlled by the parameter (po.

Overall, the merit of formalized filtering techniques is that they are reproducible and do not

involve a priori restrictions on the shape and connectedness of the isoseismals. The polynomial

filtering partly suppresses the noise and the local components in the observations and does not

distort the polynomial trend of degree two when there is no noise. However the interpretation of

the shape of the isoseismals remains problematical, owing to possible smoothing-out of details.

The use of filtering techniques is natural with respect to continuous fields, but the intensity takes

integer values, in our case in the range from HI to DC, and there may be only 2 or 3 different val-

ues in the vicinity of the boundary between two intensities. The effect of the discreteness of the I

scale on the isoseismal's shapes of a smoothed IDP map has not yet been investigated.

3. VISUALIZATION OF THE UNCERTAINTY IN THE ISOSEISMALS

3.1. The Diffused Boundary (DB) method.

The analysis of the shape of an isoseismal requires the visualization of its local uncertainty.

Speaking in terms of mathematical statistics, the problem can be interpreted as the passage from

the point estimation of an isoline to the interval estimation. The local thickness or uncertainty of

an isoline must depend on the local geometry of the measurement sites and on the noise compo-

nent present in the data. The solution we propose in this section essentially relies on the fact that

the intensity scale is discrete. We assume that the isoseismal zones Gi are simply connected and

monotonic. The connectedness assumption is not absolutely indispensable, as we shall see.

1- D case. To explain the principles of the DB concept let us start from the case of 1-D MS



data. Isoseismals on a line make a set of embedded intervals with intensity >I that are increasing

with decreasing /. For a given intensity level, we must separate points of two types on the line:

"+" with intensity >I and "0" with intensity <I (Fig. 3a). When the observations are error-free, a

cluster of pluses lies between two clusters of zeroes. (As cluster on a line we mean a nonempty

sequence of identical characters that cannot be expanded without adding a different character.)

The true boundary of level / is covered by two intervals, A_ and A+, that separate the clusters and

supply all available information on the boundary uncertainty, no smoothing techniques are being

able to improve the boundary between "+" and "0".

When MS observations contain noise, the pattern is more complex: some pluses percolate

into the zeroes zone and conversely (see Fig. 3b). For simplicity Fig. 3b presents only the right

semi-axis which starts from the barycenter of the pluses. In view of possible errors in the obser-

vations we allow some pluses, up to the amount e% of the total number of pluses on the semi-

axis, to be considered as erroneous. Because of the convention (b) about isoseismals we are pri-

marily interested in the outer boundary of pluses. For this reason the first candidates to be classi-

fied as erroneous will be those pluses farthest from the center. Under these new conditions the

interval, say A+, is specified uniquely by the following requirements. It is the interval (a, b)

which separates the pluses cluster contained in the interval [a ' , a] and the zeroes cluster con-

tained in the interval [b, b ' ] (see Fig.3b). We assume that /(°°)=0, so that the point"°°" always

belongs to the set of measurements, and require that in the interval (a,°°) the number of pluses is

<6% of all pluses on the semiaxis, and >£% in the interval [a',°°).

Let us consider the following example (Fig. 3b). Two pluses, marked with arrows in Fig. 3b,

of the twelve could be removed at the level 8=20%. We remove only one plus (the rightmost

one) because the other belongs to the cluster of 3 pluses and can be removed only together with

the cluster. The removal of the cluster (3 pluses) violates our rule on the e-threshold since



(l+3)/12>20%. The resulting boundary A+ is shown in Fig. 3b. Thus a distant cluster of pluses

cannot be classified as erroneous, unless it is comparatively small, and as a rule it is preserved as

a whole, when its size is an evidence that the observed intensity is a genuine effect.

2-D case. The local uncertainty of an isoseismal in the 2-D case can be obtained by inspec-

tion of the /-points in the vicinity of each straight line traced on the MS field. The traces of G i on

any cross-section of the MS field will inherit the connectedness and monotonicity of the MS

field, therefore to find an intensity boundary we may use the criteria defined in the 1-D case.

Let us consider a strip across an IDP map. The strip is specified by the distance, r, of its axis

from the epicenter, by the direction, cp, of that axis, and by the width, H, playing the role of a

smoothing parameter. Projecting all points lying in this strip onto its major axis, we get a 1-D

variant of the problem. Fig. (3a, 3b) now illustrate the decisions regarding the boundary between

the observations that fall into the strip. Since the strip is two-dimensional, we consider rectangles

of size H/2 x A+ (see Fig. 3a, 3b) as the local boundary of level / along the straight line (r, (p).

This rectangle is called the Local Diffused Boundary (LDB), and its indicator function, having

the values 1 for points of the rectangle and 0 otherwise, will be termed LDB-function.

Evidently, a single LDB can be unstable due to the strong dependence on the choice of e.

But sorting out all possible sections (r, <p) of the EDP map, we obtain a 2-D family of local

boundaries, the Diffused Boundary (DB), for a given intensity. The new object, DB, is more sta-

ble and supplies information on the uncertainty of G i at any point of the space, in any direction,

while a number of overlapping LDB elements in each point can be interpreted as a local measure

of the reliability for the diffused boundary.

The visualization of DB can be made with two different methods. With one method only

LDB axes are plotted in the MS field with some discretization of (r, (p). The emerging picture

looks like a thorny "hedgehog". This visualization will therefore be called a "thorny" diffused

boundary. With the other method we take into account the fraction of overlapping LDB elements
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in each point. To do this we sum all LDB-functions and get a DB-function with a maximum M.

The area where the DB-function exceeds the level pM, 0<p<l is considered to be the p-diffused

boundary of G j.

When an isoseismal Gi is not convex or not simply connected, the DB-function can be un-

derestimated for the boundary points of G i which are internal to the convex hull of G i. The rea-

son is that we take into consideration only two (the left- and right-most) boundary points of Gi in

any cross-section of the MS observations.

Threshold p. It is advisable to consider idealized situations in order to choose the threshold

p. Let us assume that we have noise-free observations, the observation sites with intensity >I

filling the entire circle of radius Ri, B(O,R\), and those with intensity <7 filling a circle of radius

R2>Ri at the same center, O. We also assume that there are no observations in the annulus

Ri<r<R2. If the strip width is H=0 then the DB-function is equal to the angle (p(g) at which the

area B(O, R\) is seen from g; (p(g)=O for g out of the annulus. Hence the threshold p is connected

with the distance r > /?, by the relation

_ f2/r"1 arcsin(/?,lr),Rx<r<R2

\ 0, r>R2

i.e.,p=l, xl%, and V3 for r = Rlf 4lRx, and 2RX, respectively if r<R2.

Frequently MS data are interrupted by a coastline. The theoretical analysis of the DB in this

case is important for the correct interpretation of DB peculiarities of lobe-like type. As a model

let us consider the previous example and eliminate all observations with intensity <I from the

half-plane x>xo where R\<xo<R2 (see Fig.3c). If H=0 the DB-function has the same geometric

meaning as above. Therefore when R2>R\lsm(npl2)= R[ the p-diffused boundary of Gi is identi-

cal to the annulus R\< r< R*. Otherwise (see Fig. 3c) the p-diffused boundary consists of the an-

nulus {/?i< r<R2} and of a local outgrowth on it directed toward the axis x within

11



R2 < x < minCJ?!* , R*2), where

R*2 = R2 sin(7Zp / 2 + y ) / sin(^> 12), y = arccos(x0 / 7?2).

In the real cases 7?2 < (1.5-5-2)/?; and therefore the DB zone contains the entire annulus if

p=l/3-l/2; for R2 < V27?, andp=l/2 the /?* value is yf2R1.

The main parameters of the DB method. To analyze MS data for Italy we use the following

values of the main parameters: £=5-15%, strip width H=20-40 km, threshold/?=1/3~V2- The

other parameters are connected with the discretization of the family of strips: (r, q>) are discre-

tized with steps Ar =0.1 H and A<p=5°, respectively.

Many recommendations about hand treatment of IDP maps contain the advice to map the lo-

cal reliability of the isoseismals (see e.g. Shebalin, 2000). The diffused boundary of G i is derived

by inspection and by incorporation of the uncertainty in the isoseismals at each point and in each

direction. For this reason the proposed version of the boundary of G i, as a stripe of varying

thickness, can be regarded as one of the possibilities for the visualization of the uncertainty in the

isoseismals.

Colfiorito earthquake, 26.IX.1997, Mw =6.0,70=IX, IDP map by GNDT (1997), number of

I-points nObs=362.

We have illustrated the filtering technique MPF (see Fig.2) using this event, which is the largest

earthquake in Italy in the recent past with a good set of MS data. In fact, the Italy catalog NT4.1

by Camassi and Stucchi (1997) contains only 10 events, for the period 1900-1980, with nObs^300.

The main event has been preceded by a foreshock (Mw=5.7 about 8 hours before) with a similar

focal mechanism (normal faulting) but different location, nevertheless the intensity data of the

Colfiorito event, for 7>V, are low-noise and relatively dense in space. As a result the residuals

between the observed and the smoothed values of 7 are, in general, within 0.5, over the entire

area considered. Figure 4 shows that the isoseismals derived by MPF and DB methods are fairly

12



well consistent. Both methods indicate a possible lack of connectedness in the 7= VI isoseismal.

On the whole, Fig. 4 can be regarded as an illustration of the isoseismal resolution based on in-

tensity data of good quality. At the same time, Fig. 4 is not suitable for an interpretation in terms

of source and site effects owing to the superposition of the effects of two large shocks [Tosi et

al., 1999].

4. EMPIRICAL AND SYNTHETIC ISOSEISMALS: EXAMPLES OF COMPARISON

The developed technique can be applied to the comparison between the empirical and the syn-

thetic isoseismals. To this end we choose three Italian earthquakes of strike-slip type because

their synthetic isoseismals show non-trivial cross-like shapes instead of the "standard" elongated

shapes.

The synthetic isoseismals are defined as follows. We generate the synthetic seismograms by

mode summation (Panza, 1985; Panza & Suhadolc, 1987; Florsch et al., 1991) at frequencies

below 1 Hz. These calculations are based on a plane-stratified schematic crustal model for Italy

(Costa et al., 1993) and on the instantaneous point source approximation taken from the literature,

scaled accordingly with Gusev (1983) source spectra, as reported by Aki (1987). The synthetic iso-

seismals are defined in terms of peak values of acceleration ap, velocity vp or displacement dp. For

example, the ap-isoseismal of the intensity level Za is the area {ap<ap (/a)} where

log ap(/a) [cm/s2] = bo+bK/a-6). (1)

The value bi=0.3 that corresponds to the relation ap(/a-l)/ ap(/a)=2 is usually used for the classifi-

cation of MS effect and not contradicted by the numerous empirical relations (see Shteinberg et

al., 1993 and references therein); the gauge coefficient bo=log ap(/a=6)=0.47 was derived for

Italian earthquakes by Panza et al. (1997, Table 1, I=VI).

The main difficulty, that arises in such approach to the isoseismal comparison problem, is

that the intensity data usually are the result of the cumulative effects of a sequence of events that

includes the mainshock and its fore- and aftershocks. Additional factors affecting the isoseismal

13



size and shape are:

— the local soil effect or more generally the local inhomogeneites in the Earth structure which a

priori are unknown;

— the discretization given by (1); Panza et al. (1997) found that the average coefficient bo de-

pends on the choice of the version of the Italian catalogs and this leads to the shift in the intensity

7a by one unit; in addition, the parameter, bo, depends on the quality factor, Q, which is varying

with the crust;

— the earthquake depth; it is usually a poorly defined parameter, if the wave field, near the fault

zone of large shallow earthquake, is modeled with a point source; therefore the isoseismals of the

first and/or second rank can be not suitable for the comparison, due to the point approximation of

the source.

To control the depth effect we use the condition D(i)>3Z, where D is the average hypocentral

distance of the intensity / and / is the linear size of the source; following Gasperini et al. (1999)

we assume:

log/[km]==0.6Mw-2.3. (2)

The isoseismals of high rank for Italy are often unsuitable as well since their boundaries are

not closed. Thus the choice of the isoseismals for the shape analysis, in general, is limited to one

or two intensity degree for each earthquake.

Potenza earthquake (Southern Italy), 5.V.1990, Mw=5.8,70=7, /max=VII-VIII, IDP map by

BMS (1990).

The MS data for the Potenza earthquake are unusual due to the high density of IDP (Fig. 5a,

Fig.l), nObs=1372, and the exceptionally high "noise" in the data. For example, the spatial varia-

tion in intensity is occasionally as high as 4 units over distances of about 40 km. This can be seen

in Fig. 6 which gives a subdivision of the relevant space into rectangular cells in polar coordi-

nates and the histograms of the observed I in three representative cells. This is also shown by the
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residuals 8/ between the observed and the filtered values of /. They are very large 5/G (-3, 3) and

vary over space (see Fig. 5a). The "noise" is not the result of cumulative effects of the after-

shocks sequence because they are concentrated near the main shock (see Fig. 5b) and the strong-

est aftershock has a local magnitude ML=4.7.

Of the two sources of noise, namely, the spatial distribution of the observation points and the

noise in /, the latter becomes the most important, when the measurement sites are dense. There-

fore from a priori considerations the polynomial filtering is preferable in the present example.

The MPF method focuses on local smoothing of the noise, while the DB method incorporates

observations contained in complete cross-sections of an IDP map. Figure 5 shows that the two

methods yield very different results for the rank 1 isoseismal (/=VI), but they are moderately

consistent for the rank 2 isoseismal, the other isoseismals being non-closed.

We calculate ground motion fields for a scaled point source with the parameters:

strike 184°, dip 73°, rake 13°, focal depth 10 km (CMT).

The theoretical ap-isoseismals, shown in Fig. 7a as thin continuous lines, have a cross-like shape

and are not consistent with the isolines of the IDP map shown in Fig.5. Since the noise is large,

to see what part it played in producing the inconsistency, we add noise to the theoretical ap values

computed in the real observation sites.

The noise varies over the area. For this reason we use the analysis of the spatial variation of /

as shown in Fig. 6. A frequency histogram of the observed / is calculated for each elementary

area. Each histogram is centered at the median and it is assumed to represent the error distribu-

tion in the elementary area concerned.

Figure 7 shows the results of the reconstruction of the ap field when dealing with noisy syn-

thetic data. The DB method (Fig. 7b) gives a good reconstruction of the cross-like structure of

the /a=VII isoseismal, while the MPF method reconstructs the /a=VI and 7a=V isoseismals. The

DB method does not work for the 7a<VI isoseismals because of the presence of the quadrangular
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large noise anomaly, indicated in Fig. 5a by a bold arrow.

It thus appears that even if the noise level is high the availability of a dense set of observation

sites allowed us to reconstruct the theoretical ap field (thin line in Fig.7a). The discrepancy be-

tween the thick lines in Fig. 5a and 7a suggest that the assumption made about the source or/and

the crust model is not adequate to describe the MS data for the case under consideration.

Alpago earthquake (Northern Italy), 18.X.1936, ML=5.8,70=IX, IDP map by Boschi et al.

(1995, 1997), and by Monachesi and Stucchi (1997), nobs=292.

This earthquake has the following source parameters:

strike 193±3°, dip 61±1°, rake 7.5±5.5°, focal depth /i=18 km (Costa et al, 1993).

From (2) the linear size of the source can be estimated as / = 11 km. (We assume that ML=MW in

the range ML € (4, 6.3), according to the (ML, MW) regression by Giardini et al. (1997) for the

Mediterranean region.) Therefore the critical epicenter distance for the shape analysis is A=

((3Z)2 - h2)1'2 = 30 km. Judging from Fig.8, where the isoseismals obtained by the MPF method

are presented, the suitable isoseismal for the analysis is the area of third rank (7=VI). This iso-

seismal is triple-connected and the dominant part of this area has a cross-like shape (see Fig. 8a).

The synthetic isoseismals have a well delineated cross-like shape, independent of the focal

depth h in the range 7-20 km, which was used in our calculations (see, for example, Fig. 8b for

h=18 km), and the area A of the ap-isoseismal of level /a=VI is a weak function of h:

h: 9 15 21

log A [km2] 3.8 3.6 3.7

These values are close to the empirical estimate A: log A =3.9, obtained by the MPF method.

Also Figure 8b shows the reconstruction of the isoseismal of 7a=VI, obtained for the synthetic

ap field calculated at the actual sites where the MS data have been observed. In converting ap to /

using (1) we preserve the same accuracy (V2 or 1 unit of I) as in each real intensity-point obser-
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vation. Judging from Figures 8a and 8b the dominant parts of the synthetic and empirical iso-

seismals of level 7=VI are very similar in shape. The dominant part of the isoseismal area I>VI,

G', is clearly divided into two parts by a straight line (AA1 in Fig. 8a). If Fig. 8a is compared to

the relief, the northeastern part of G' lies within a mountain landscape, while the southwestern

one is on a plain covered by Quaternary deposits. Each part contains two lobes of G' that give a

total cross-like shape to G1. This circumstance tells that there is no relevant influence of the relief

on the dominant part of the isoseismal 1=VI.

Let us now consider the two secondary parts of the empirical isoseismal for / =VI (VI-A and

VI-B in Fig. 8a). Each of them is characterized by the value M = 1 — I', where / ' is the intensity

level for the surrounding area; in our case A/=+l. The largest secondary part (VI-A, Fig. 8a) oc-

cupies a portion of the NE Po valley and it is natural to assume that the value A/ =+1 is caused by

local soil conditions.

To test this hypothesis we consider the relevant Italian earthquakes, which occurred after

1456, with well-defined (nObS^100 for the historical events) and multi-connected isoseismals.

The number of such events, including the Alpago event, is 11 and their space distribution is

given in the insert of Fig. 9. This figure gives a synoptic picture of the secondary parts ("islands")

of the multi-connected isoseismals for all these earthquakes. For all isoseismal parts A7>+1, with

the exception of isoseismal 4a, where A/=-l.

As can be seen, half of the VI-A area (Fig. 9), roughly coinciding with Euganei hills and Be-

rici mountain, is covered by secondary parts of isoseismals of other earthquakes with the same

intensity effect: A/=+l. The other part of VI-A area is extremely unstable and depends on a single

measurement site with the anomalous value /=VIH (see in Fig.9 the bold point in the VI-A area).

In the vicinity of the anomalous site, which is not reported in the Monachesi et al. (1997) data

base, J<VL If the anomalous point is eliminated, the VI-A area reduces to the small area VI-C (in
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Fig. 9), adjacent to the Euganei hills. Thus we can conclude that the synthetic model of the iso-

seismal 7=VI is in good agreement with the IDP-map. The two secondary parts of the observed

isoseismal (VI-A, VI-B, Fig. 8a) result from local inhomogeneities in the earth's structure, from

the geometry of the measurement points, and from gross errors in the observations.

Irpinia earthquake (Southern Italy), 21.09.1962, ML=6.1,70=IX, IDP map by Boschi et al.

(1995, 1997) and by Monachesi and Stucchi (1997), nObs=221.

The results of the generalization of the third rank isoseismal (/=VI) using the two methods are

displayed in Figs. 10a and 10b. The DB method delineates well the cross-like isoseismal shape

and when the semi-infinite LDB zones related to the coastline are removed, the cross-like struc-

ture becomes even more pronounced. At the same time this structure is not resolved in the set of

isolines derived by the MPF method, with the possible exception of isoline 7=VI. The last isoline

is compatible with the diffused boundary but we get more information about the shape consider-

ing in Fig. 10b not one but the whole ensemble of reasonable versions of isoseismal 7=VI, con-

sistent with the MS data. About the relief effect on the shape of the 7=VI isoseismal, our conclu-

sion is practically identical with that reached in the previous example. The two well-expressed

lobes in the north of Gvi (see Fig. 10a and Fig. 10b) belong to two different morphostructural

zones, the left lobe lying within a mountain country, while the right lobe belongs to the Apulian

peneplain, covered by Quaternary deposits. In the southern part of the G vi zone the relief effect

on the isoseismal shape cannot be assessed due to the few observations and to the presence of the

coastline.

The 1962 Irpinia earthquake is a multiple event consisting of a strong foreshock, ML=5.9, of

a mainshock, ML=6.1, and of a moderate aftershock, ML=4.5 (Di Filippo & Peronaci, 1963). The

first two events are separated by a 10 minute interval and have a very similar epicenter, therefore

can be equally responsible for the MS effect. According to Gasparini et al. (1985) only the fore-

shock is a strike-slip event:
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foreshock FPS: strike=32°, dip=65°, rake = 11°

mainshock FPS: strike=314°, dip=70°, rake =241°

We take for the depth the values ftfor=/imain=8 km given by Westaway (1987). Again, the ap-iso-

seismal area for /=VI is a weak function of the focal depth. For example, in the case of the main-

shock we have the following relation:

h 8 16 24 32

log A [km2] 4.1 4.1 3.7 3.9

For focal depths in the range from 8 to 20 km the shape of the ap-isoseismal 7=VI is elongated for

the mainshock and it is cross-like for the foreshock. The case with h=8 km is shown in Fig. 11.

Comparing Figures 10 and 11 we may conclude that the shape of the empirical isoseismal 7=VI

(Fig. 10b) is in good agreement with the shape of the theoretical one for the foreshock (Fig. 1 la)

but not for the mainshock (Fig.lib). The foreshock and mainshock have magnitudes 6.0±0.1,

therefore we repeat our calculations assuming M=6.0 for both events and we compute their cu-

mulative effect, defined as the maximum of the ap-values caused by the two events. In such a

way we obtain the new picture shown in Fig. 1 lc, compatible with Fig. 10b.

5. CONCLUSION

This paper deals with the problem of the reconstruction of the isoseismal shape, and an original

technique has been developed for this purpose. Since the problem is difficult, we attacked the is-

sue (probably for the first time) from two sides at once: generalization of MS data (discrete) to

isoseismals (continuous), and modeling. The database of MS data like the one available now for

Italy, the synthetic isoseismal modeling and the technique developed here provide a good basis

for a systematic analysis of the relation between MS observations and source geometry.

In the assumption that the observed MS intensities always involve noise, we reduce the

noise component with a modified polynomial filtering technique, which controls the local maxi-

mum error. Following the principle "the EDP map is unique, while the number of isoseismals that
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is compatible with the map is infinite", in order to visualize the uncertainty of the isoseismals we

have developed the DB method. The method is suitable for the analysis of isoseismals of rank>l

and it is used to visualize the whole ensemble of reasonable versions of isoseismal consistent

with the MS data. We are unaware of approaches like the one proposed here, although the prob-

lem of visualizing the isoseismal's uncertainty has been debated for a long time.

We show how the shape analysis of isoseismals may significantly benefit from synthetic

modeling of ground motion. The theoretical modeling of ground motion and the simulation of the

noise in EDP synthetic maps are independent sources for the delineation of the isoseismal shape

and for the analysis of the effects of noise and of site geometry. Unfortunately, the used model

and its parameters are inexact and the interconnection between intensity and acceleration remains

open to discussion. Taking into account that the MS data are affected by noise, site effect and

space irregularity of observations, it is hardly justifiable to expect an exact coincidence between

the shape of empirical and synthetic isoseismals. Therefore the results reported here for some

Italian earthquakes should be regarded as the successes achieved by the joint use of the MS data

processing procedure, developed in this paper, and the ground motion modeling with synthetic

seismograms. For two strike-slip events we have found a cross-like pattern both in the MS and in

the synthetic data, and this contradicts the conventional recommendations for the generalization

of MS data, that usually advise the use of oval shapes. Finally, particularly important for engi-

neering purposes, we show examples of the perspectives offered by the analysis of the multi-

connected isoseismals to reveal site effects.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS.

Figure 1. Number of intensity points per 100 km2 as a function of the epicentral distance for four

Italian earthquakes.

Figure 2. Parameters of the MPF method for the 26.09.1997 Colfiorito earthquake:

(a) radius of smoothing, R;

(b) number of sites, v, contained in the smoothing circle with radius R.

Bold lines: MPF isolines of /=VI and VII.

Figure 3. Illustration of the DB method (for more details see text).

(a) Local Diffused Boundary (LDB) (shadow zone) for the data without noise. Dashed and

dotted lines are the axes of the strip;

(b) the same as in (a) for noisy data;

(c) example of Diffused Boundary (DB) of level p=H3 (shadow zone) under the condi-

tions: H=0; the areas A delimited by bold line, and B, delimited by fat line, contain

the noise-free and everywhere dense observations of intensity > I and < ( / - ! ) re-

spectively; the complementary area to A and B (C plus the shaded area) does not

contain intensity data. The local variation of the DB for the case p=l/2 is indicated by

the dashed curve.

Figure 4. 26.09.1997, Mw=6.0 Colfiorito earthquake:

(a) 40% DB for 7=VI and / =VH (shaded zones) and the MPF isolines (bold).

Background: IDP map {point symbols).

(b) thorny DB for 7 =VI and / =VE.

Figure 5. 5.05.1990, Mw=5.8 Potenza earthquake:

(a) the MPF isolines (bold line); the dashed quadrangle indicated by an arrow delimits a

zone of anomalous residuals in /: |67|>2.5;

Background: IDP map {point symbols), NF= "not felt'.
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(b) 35% DB (small squares) for / in the range from El to VI and aftershocks (open circles).

Figure 6. Local spatial variations in the MS data for the 1990 Potenza earthquake:

(a) subdivision of the MS space into elementary areas (cells);

(b-d) histograms for the observed intensity in the cells b, c, d of the subdivision in Fig.6a.

N is the number of observation sites in each cell.

Figure 7. Reconstruction of noise contaminated synthetic ap~field (see text for more details), for

the 1990 Potenza earthquake, computed in the observation sites:

(a) noise-free isolines of the synthetic ap-field (thin lines) and their reconstruction by the

MPF technique (bold lines); background: observation sites (dots);

(b) thorny DB for / =VI, V, and IV.

Figure 8. 18.10.1936, ML=5.8, Alpago earthquake:

(a) MPF isolines for the MS observations and IDP map (point symbols); (A, A ' ) separates

the zone of i>VI on mountain from that on the plain.

(b) isolines of the synthetic ap-field (thin line) and reconstruction of the theoretical 7a=VI

isoline (bold line) using the original observation points and the MPF technique.

Figure 9. Secondary parts (thin line) of the multi-connected isoseismals for the 11 earthquakes in

the zone of Alpago earthquake.

List of the earthquakes (epicenters are shown in the insert): date; area; intensity level, I+AI,

of each secondary part and its identification in brackets (for A/ see text: 1) 18.10.1936, Al-

pago, V+1 (thick line; VI-A, VI-B), the area VI-C is an alternative to the area VI-A due to

instability of the the polynomial filtering (see text). 2) 29.06.1873, Bellunese, V+1 (2).

3) 7.06.1891, Veronese, IV+1 (3a), V+1 (3b). 4) 27.11.1894, Fransiacorta, IV-1 (4a, dotted

line), m+1 (4b), H+l (4c). 5) 4.03.1900, Valdobbiadene, IV+1 (5). 6) 30.10.1901, Salo,

IV+1 (6). 7) 27.10.1914, Garfagnana, V+1 (7a), IV+1 (7b). 8) 7.09.1920, Garfagnana,
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IV+1 (8). 9) 12.12.1924, Carnia, IV+1 (9). 10) 15.05.1951, Lodigiano, V+l (10).

11) 15.07.1971, Parmense, IV+1 (11).

Figure 10. 21.08.1962, ML=6.2 Irpinia earthquake:

(a) MPF isolines for the MS field (bold);

(b) 35%-DB for / =VI (small squares). The light small squares are generated by semi-

infinite LDB (the coastline effect).

Background: epicenter (diamond), IDP map {point symbols).

Figure 11. Isolines of the synthetic ap-field for the 1962 Irpinia earthquake:

(a) foreshock; (b) main shock; (c) cumulative ap-effect for the foreshock and mainshock,

assumed both with M=6.0.

The source parameters 9, 8, X, h specify strike, dip, rake, and depth of the source respec-

tively; the diamond is the epicenter.
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